Summary

- Peer-to-peer-vehicle sharing: The board approved a resolution regarding these services at the airport. The services are similar to Airbnb -- but for vehicles. People can use companies to rent their cars to private consumers. The resolution allows the city to collect a 10% fee on gross revenue of companies operating at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport (CHIA), beginning Jan. 1, 2024.
- It's a standard fee across the industry, according to an official, who added that based on estimates from one company, the airport could get a few hundred thousand dollars in revenue in the first two years.
- Gordon Square parking lot swap: City Council recently approved legislation for a swap of parking lots in Gordon Square. The board approved the city to transfer its lot to the Cleveland Public Theatre at no less than $460,000. The lot the city gets in return can be further developed, said Director of Community Development Alyssa Hernandez.
- Renewable energy plan: The board approved a resolution for a contract with WGL Energy Services for renewable electricity supply. An official said this contract will give the city renewable energy at all facilities that are currently not using Cleveland Public Power.

Follow-Up Questions

- Will airlines advocate for the peer-to-peer vehicle services in their marketing to travelers?
- Will Gordon Square residents have a say in the parking lot swap?
- Will Cleveland residents be able to also receive access to renewable energy for their homes or businesses?

Notes

Board of Control Meeting. Find the full agenda here. Below are some resolutions the
board approved:

**Port Control**  
A contract to collect 10% of gross revenue of peer-to-peer vehicle sharing at CHIA.

**Community Development**  
The transfer of a city-owned lot to Cleveland Public Theatre for no less than $460,000. It is part of a parking lot swap recently approved by City Council.

The sale of several parcels for side yard projects at $200 a piece.

Selling land in Ward 7 to St. Matthew’s United Methodist Church for $1,000. It is for agricultural use, Hernandez said.

**City Planning**

A contract with Toole Design Group LLC for consulting services for a citywide mobility plan. The contract is set to cost no more than $199,998. The plan is for improving bike, public transit, and other transportation options.

**Office of Sustainability and Climate Justice**  
A contract with WGL Energy Services to provide renewable energy to all city facilities not using Cleveland Public Power.

Learn more about what the board did in this meeting from this live-tweet thread from Documenter Ayanna Rose Banks.

If you believe anything in these notes is inaccurate, please email us at cledocumenters@gmail.com with "Correction Request" in the subject line.